Action Requires Triennial Ballot

BY IRVING YOSKOWITZ

Student Council, by a vote of 19-0, passed a charter amendment requiring a referendum on the School's affiliation with the National Student Association every three years. The action came Thursday in the longest meeting of the term.

The charter amendment passed by the Council requires a referendum on the School's affiliation with the National Student Association every four years. This was amended to four years by Robert A. Profeta, President of Student Council, on the recommendation of the Council's Student Senate to bring it into line with the School's practice of holding referenda every four years for the Student Senate.

The amendment, as amended, now requires that the School hold a referendum on its affiliation with the National Student Association every four years.

SC President Criticizes Library; Cites Faculty Abuse of Privilege

By GAIL GARTNER

"I am amazed that the library has allowed itself to be so abused by the faculty," said Student Council President Jeffrey Levitt '64, in reference to the fact that there is no terminal time set by which faculty members must return books. As a result, many books cannot be borrowed by instructors because they are out of circulation.

Many professors, especially those teaching at night, stay at the School for a few terms and then move away without returning books that they have borrowed from the library.

An additional reason is that many of the books that are in the faculty's care are special or rare editions. These books are not returned to the library because faculty members feel that they are too valuable to be loaned.

The library has no punitive powers, and thus cannot do much except send notices to faculty members concerning long outstanding books. Generally, these notices have not proved very effective. However, since the majority of the books out of circulation are books that have not been returned, the faculty members have been ignored.

The library has no punitive powers, and thus cannot do much except send notices to faculty members concerning long outstanding books. Generally, these notices have not proved very effective. However, since the majority of the books out of circulation are books that have not been returned, the faculty members have been ignored.

Name Fields All-American; Lucia Top Coach of Year

By MARTY LEVINSON

Ray Fields, the senior sabre champion, fended off an all-American berth and Coach Ed Lucia was named Coach of the Year following the National fencing championships at Harvard. Fields finished second in terms of bouts with a 28-7 mark, and fifth overall in terms of touches against with a 51. By virtue of his standing in the field, he automatically became an all-American. The top six men in the field, however, and sabre become all-Americans.

The overall winner was an underdog Princeton team. City placed 15th in the competition, which caused Coach Lucia to say that he was "a little surprised" that his team did not win. City's finish was very commendable considering the fact that the team finished in the upper half of a championship field.
Nine Selected For 'Who's Who Honor

Kalamazoo College, home of the Lamport Leaders Society, has selected nine students to be featured in the 1963 publication "Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges." The students were Daniel Baumcarlen, Michael Del Giudice, Cheseii Reprasad and Grant Tannanbaum, all from the Department of Student Activities; Michael Del Giudice and Grant Tannanbaum also represent the Department of Student Activities. The remaining members of the group are: Bruce Keenan, a student in the Department of Music; Donald Mix, a student in the Department of Business Administration; and Michael J. Rice, a student in the Department of Education.

Michael Del Giudice, "of the People"

Michael Del Giudice, "of the People," is a member of the Student Council and a candidate for the position of President of the Student Council. He is also a member of the Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity and a member of the Junior Honor Society. Del Giudice is a native of Kalamazoo and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Del Giudice. He is a senior in the College of Liberal Arts and is majoring in Economics.

Folksinging, Poetry Featured at Recital

A recital featuring folksinging and poetry was held in the Physics Building on Thursday evening. The recital was sponsored by the Kalamazoo College Poetry and Folklore Society and was attended by a large crowd.

TICKETS $2.50 — ON SALE MONDAY, APRIL 6 IN SC LOBBY

"Black Like Me"—Behind the Scenes

The film "Black Like Me" is currently being screened in the Oak Lounge. Students and faculty members who wish to view the film are welcome to attend. The film is being shown in conjunction with the "Black Like Me" Conference, which was held in the University of Michigan on March 22.

The film "Black Like Me" is a motion picture that tells the story of a man who changes his skin color to become a Negro. The film is based on the novel "Black Like Me" by John Howard Griffin. The novel is a personal story of what happens to the family, the community, and the country when a Negro becomes a Negro. The film was directed by John Huston and produced by Dino De Laurentiis. It stars James Earl Jones and Ruby Dee.

Friday

Friday evening, the College of Business Administration will hold a reception in the Oak Lounge for the"Black Like Me" Conference. The reception will be attended by faculty members, students, and visitors from other colleges.

"Black Like Me" will be shown in the Oak Lounge on Friday evening. The film will be followed by a discussion with the director, John Huston, and other participating faculty members.

Blood—Bank—Tomorrow

Blood will be collected on the campus tomorrow morning. All students and faculty members are encouraged to participate. The blood will be donated to the local blood bank.

Dr. Irving S. Mammen, Executive Officer of the College, stated that "the blood drive is an important part of the University's community service program. We are grateful for the cooperation of the students and faculty members who have volunteered to participate in this drive."
Letters to The Editor

Varied Opinions

By JEFFREY LEVITT

One of the important factors in a college campus revolves around the question of how students are going to vote in this year's presidential election. The major candidates are John F. Kennedy, Republican, and Adlai E. Stevenson, Democrat. The choice of candidates will be made on the strength of their ideas and programs. Although there are many students who are undecided, a number of students are already casting their ballots. The reason for this is that many students feel that they will not be able to vote after the election because of the deadlines. However, it is important to remember that the results of the election will have a great deal of influence on the future of the United States. The success of a candidate in the election will determine the policies that will be implemented in the United States. The candidates will have to work hard to ensure that they receive the support of the people. The election is a very important event and it is important for everyone to participate. The students should make sure that they are informed about the candidates and their programs. The students should also be aware of the importance of voting and should encourage their friends to vote. The election is a time for everyone to come together and make a decision that will affect the future of the United States.
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